CSS Masonry
CSS masonry

```css
main {
    display: grid;
    grid-template-columns:
        1rem 1fr minmax(100px, 300px);
    grid-template-rows: masonry;
}
```

What’s new in CSS
display: grid;
grid-template-columns: 1fr 3fr 2fr;
grid-template-rows: masonry;
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Abstract

This module introduces masonry layout as an additional layout mode for CSS Grid containers.

CSS is a language for describing the rendering of structured documents (such as HTML and XML) on screen, on paper, etc.

Status of this document

This is a public copy of the editors’ draft. It is provided for discussion only and may change at any moment. Its publication here does not imply endorsement of its contents by W3C. Don’t cite this document other than as work in progress.

Please send feedback by filing issues in GitHub (preferred), including the spec code “css-grid” in the title, like this: ‘css-grid ... summary of comment...’ All issues and comments are archived. Alternately, feedback can be
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